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JOURNAL NOTES & MEDITAIONS

FOR SELF-AWARENESS & MASTERY



How to get started with journaling
While making it fun and effective

Journaling is like meditation where there is no rules or 
expectations. It’s your own practice that allows you to gain a 
new perspective on your thoughts or simply take inventory 
free of  judgement. 

Reviewing and reflecting on your journal is nostalgic. It’s like 
reading a book about yourself.

This practice helps provide more clarity in all areas of  life and 
can be very stress relieving. Many people think they lack 
motivation when what they really lack is clarity.

If  it feels uncomfortable, remember that many things at 
first are.

This is not something that you should dread. This should be a 
stress relief  and opportunity to take a brain-dump

Go in order or pick 2-3 per week that resonate with you… 
Give yourself  a 10 minute timer or go free-flow.



01
This week...
What have I done to make someone else happy?

What has someone else done to make me happy?

What have I learned?

What or who are you especially grateful for this month?

Next Week… What will I?



02
When was the last time you failed at something? Fail at a 
physical or training goal, proposing a business plan or event, asking for help?

This indicates if  you are aiming for your upper end of  potential. Many people 
are not failing because they are not trying. If  you’re not trying, are you 
learning, growing, living??

What is your failure Hall of  fame?



03
1 year from now, what would you ideal life look and feel 
like? More details, the better.
Now, what is the limiting factor here?

How about 5 years? This is long enough to completely be in a different area 
of  life, education, family, health, career, etc..
You should be far more concerned with your current trajectory than with your current 
results.



04
What were the biggest lessons you’ve learned this past 
week?

Past month?



05
Thinking with the end in mind

What do you want to be known for?

How do you want to be remembered?

What type of  impact do you want to have?



06
Positive Experiences from trying something new (health 
habit, class, recipe, etc..)
This practice helps anchor positive memories that will make it more likely to add meaning 
and importance.



07
For your 4 main areas. Take a minute to write what these 
area would be like if  they were fun?

Spirit/Mindset __________

Physical Body ___________

Career/Business ___________

Relationships ______________



08
Healthy Habits
When I felt my best _______________

I would feel my best _______________

Let’s tap into how we felt when we were the healthiest versions of  ourselves. 
What were our habits and our environment like?

Did you have more support?

More discipline? More decisiveness? Courage? 

Were you having more fun?



09
Environment and garden
Are you allowing weeds to grow in your garden? Are the people in your life, 
jobs, or environment acting as a sail or anchor?

What are 5 Sails that are supporting your journey, growth, health and 
happiness? (more details the better, what or who and how?)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are 5 anchors that can be feeding limiting beliefs or keeping your 
ship in the harbor?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.



10
How are you playing your cards?
Are you playing to the best of  your ability?

Could someone else do/experience more?

Put yourself  into another perspective where you are looking at yourself  from 
the outside. What advice would you give this person?



11
What fears do you have that are preventing you from 
trying or showing up as an obstacle?
FEAR = FACE IT. EXPLORE IT. ACCEPT IT. RISE ABOVE IT”

Fear of  failure, rejection, scarcity, effort?



12
Forgiveness & judgement (writing in the sand)
When we hold on to feelings of  forgiveness, there is an attachment of  guilt, 
shame and negativity that prevents energy from flowing. 

We have the opportunity to accept, reframe, and release. One thing that can 
help is reframing judgement to curiosity and empathy. Negative feelings 
prevent our happiness and our often tied to perception.

What or who is something that we can let go of ?
Take a moment to write about how something makes you feel and how you 
are forgiving and willing to let it go.


